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CHAPTER 44
An Act to amend
the Ontario Guaranteed Annual Income Act
Assented to November 19th, 1981
HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts as
follows:
1. Section 2 of the Ontario Guaranteed Annual Income Act, being ^^' ^
amended
chapter 336 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1980, is amended
by adding thereto the following subsection:
(2a) A person whose application for a monthly benefit under Additional
residence
this section has been approved shall not become entitled to irrelevant
receive a payment in an amount greater than the monthly benefit
under this section on the basis of periods of residence in Canada
subsequent to the approval of his application under this section.
2. Subsections 9 (3) to (11) of the said Act are repealed and the ^^ (•'-^)'
following substituted therefor: s. 9 (s-ii)'
repealed
(3) Where an applicant is dissatisfied with. Objection by
applicant
(a) a determination of the Minister under subsection (1);
{b) the decision of the Minister under section 3 to suspend
payment of an increment;
(c) a direction of the Minister under section 7; or
{d) the Minister's determination that an applicant has
received an increment to which he is not entitled or
a payment in excess of the increment to which he is
entitled,
he may object to that determination, decision or direction by
serving on the Minister a notice of objection in the prescribed
form setting out the reasons for the objection and all relevant
facts within ninety days from the date of notice of such deter-
mination, decision or direction by the Minister.
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(4) A notice of objection under this section shall be served
personally or by registered mail addressed to the Minister, but
the Minister may accept a notice of objection under this section
notwithstanding that it was not served in the manner required.
(5) Upon receipt of the notice of objection, the Minister shall
forthwith reconsider the determination, decision or direction
objected to and confirm, vary or reverse such determination,
decision or direction, and he shall, by registered mail, thereupon
notify the person making the objection of his action.
(6) A decision of the Minister under subsection (5) is final and is
not subject to appeal except where the decision involves the
interpretation of a provision of this Act, or involves an issue
solely of law.
(7) In any dispute over a determination, decision or direction
of the Minister under subsection (S), the Minister may, where the
dispute involves the interpretation of a provision of this Act, or
involves an issue solely of law in which no facts are in dispute, or
involves the proper inference to be drawn from facts that are not
in dispute, agree in writing with the disputing party as to the
undisputed facts and thereafter apply to the Supreme Court to
have the issue in dispute determined, and if the Minister does not
make the application within six weeks of the date upon which the
undisputed facts have been agreed upon in writing, the other





3. This Act comes into force on the day it receives Royal Assent.
4. The short title of this Act is the Ontario Guaranteed Annual
Income Amendment Act, 1981.
